Scientific applications with single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) computations show considerable performance improvements when run on today's graphics processing units (GPUs). However, the existence of data dependences across thread blocks may significantly impact the speedup by requiring global synchronization across multiprocessors (SMs) inside the GPU. To efficiently run applications with interblock data dependences, we need fine-granular task-based execution models that will treat SMs inside a GPU as standalone parallel processing units. Such a scheme will enable faster execution by utilizing all internal computation elements inside the GPU and eliminating unnecessary waits during device-wide global barriers.
Introduction
Using GPUs for general-purpose (GPGPU) computation has become increasingly popular over the last decade. Massive parallelism provided by hundreds of GPU cores offers considerable speedups for SIMD type computations. In a typical GPGPU-based execution scenario, data are mapped to thousands of threads, which are logically grouped as thread blocks (TBs). Each TB is assigned to and executed on one of the GPU's multiprocessor units (e.g., SMs, SMXs, or CUs), each packing hundreds of single processing cores (e.g., SIMD lanes, SPs, or CUDA cores). If a GPU application has computational dependences across different parts of the data, hence the TBs, then the developer needs to re-design the application and break the execution into multiple kernel launches separated by device-level synchronization calls (i.e., global barriers). This is due to the fact that existing GPGPU programming models, such as CUDA, force TBs running on different SMs to be unaware of each other's progress because SMs lack efficient hardware communication mechanisms between each other.
A global barrier based GPU execution scheme usually leads to two main problems: (1) Some SMs are forced to stay idle as the execution approaches the synchronization point, hence leading to underutilization of computing resources [7, 32] . (2) Because the GPU hardware scheduler assigns TBs into SMs in an indefinite order, any inherent locality between the data-dependent TBs is lost [28] .
We believe GPUs can be used more efficiently to solve problems with data-dependent characteristics. This needs development of task-based execution models and efficient synchronization techniques similar to how applications with MIMD style of computation are handled on multi-core systems [24] . TBs in CUDA (or workgroups in OpenCL) are the lowest level inter-SM scheduling units in current GPUs. The conventional GPGPU programming models (e.g., OpenCL and CUDA) follow a DOALL parallelism model and assume that a TB can be executed on any SM in no specific order. As an alternative, we argue that GPU applications can be represented as a graph of tasks. An in-GPU runtime should track the dependences between these tasks dynamically and assign them into SMs as soon as their computational precedences are satisfied. In addition to solving the above global synchronization issues, such an execution scheme would greatly expand the class of applications that can be accelerated on GPUs, without the need for a re-design.
In this paper, we propose Juggler, a new data-dependenceaware task execution framework for GPUs. The compiletime component of Juggler takes applications written with OpenMP 4.5 task directives as input and applies source-tosource transformations to form a DAG that will later represent the data/task flow. At the time of execution, the code injected by Juggler creates the DAG using live input parameters of the application and feeds it into our all-in-GPU device runtime. The Juggler runtime employs persistent worker TBs that grab tasks from distributed lock-free queues and process them in the correct dependence order. The runtime also employs various queue placement policies to achieve maximum load balance across SMs while preserving task locality.
Novelty: To the best of our knowledge, Juggler is the first study to implement OpenMP 4.5 device runtime for inter-SM task execution. Also, Juggler is the only in-GPU task-based execution framework that resolves dependences on-the-fly & in-the-GPU and schedules newly released tasks without going back to CPUs.
We implemented the compiler transformations on OpenARC [18] , an open-source research compiler, and evaluated our runtime on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU. Juggler improved performance up to 31% compared to the classic global barrier based approach. The overhead of Juggler with best performing scheduling policy was no more than 6%. This paper makes the following contributions: • We implement a novel, dependence-aware, in-device task execution runtime for GPUs.
• We present compiler transformations to integrate our runtime automatically into applications embedding OpenMP 4.5 task construct.
• We further explore the performance of the proposed system using different queue-insertion policies.
• We demonstrate that Juggler improves execution with minimal overhead when compared to device-wide global barrier based approaches.
Motivation
Many GPGPU kernels and applications used in scientific computing embed data dependences across different phases of execution [12] . In a classical CUDA implementation, the device is treated as a single computational unit, and the data hazards are prevented by using device-wide synchronization, which we will refer to as global barriers. Listing 1 shows a pseudocode for LU decomposition (LUD), a core BLAS operation that relies on four different kernels to carry out various phases of the computation. The kernels to process the blocks in the sub-matrices need to be synchronously issued (via cudaDeviceSynchronize() or using the default stream) due to the computational dependences.
Task-Based Execution on GPUs
In this paper, we explore an alternative to global barrier based CUDA execution. We argue that treating SMs as independent stand-alone processors capable of running tasks with dependences will provide a generalized and effective solution to design-and performance-related issues with existing GPU programming models. Once applications are represented as task graphs, similar to multi-core CPU systems, SMs will be able to consume ready tasks as they become idle, without relying on global synchronization mechanisms. Figure 1 illustrates an example where task-based execution on an NVIDIA P100 GPU improves the total execution time for the LUD code given above. The figure depicts the timelines for each SM and shows how long they were busy with processing TBs belonging to the same or different, colorcoded kernels. Global barrier based execution (shown in the top chart) requires device-wide synchronization between each kernel launch, whereas Juggler's task-based execution (shown on the bottom chart) overlaps the tasks belonging to different phases through local dependence resolution. As a result, removing global barriers increases total SM utilization and improves execution time by more than 20%, for this specific example.
As shown in the example above, managing dependences locally provides considerable performance benefits. However, shifting from current DOALL-based GPGPU execution paradigm with global barriers to the task-based operation with local synchronization presents several challenges.
Design Considerations
The first question that a task-based framework needs to address is how should tasks and their dependences be represented. Most of the notable studies on heterogeneous task-based execution [2, 4, 11, 25, 34] have created their own tasking APIs. However, re-designing existing scientific applications to use these custom APIs or specialized tasking models requires additional effort for the developers. Moreover, most of these solutions are designed for a specific class of applications. A GPU tasking runtime based on a widely used programming model will minimize the integration effort.
The next challenge in implementing an in-GPU task-based execution scheme is figuring out how to track and solve dependences between tasks. These operations require maintaining in-memory data structures, such as DAGs, and updating them on-the-fly as the tasks are processed. A few studies [16, 22, 30, 33] have proposed software-based runtimes that grab tasks from ready-queues and execute them on SMs. However, these approaches commonly rely on host-based queue population and dependence resolution mechanisms, therefore introducing a two-way task transfer bottleneck over the PCI-e bus [20] . An all-in-GPU runtime would allow quick retrieval and insertion of the tasks as their parents are processed, without going back to the host.
Another consideration is about employing an efficient finegrained synchronization mechanism between SMs. Intra-SM synchronization primitives (i.e., syncthreads()) are able to provide fine-granular communication only between the threads of the same wrap or TB, and cannot be used to address the global barrier problem in question. CUDA dynamic parallelism (CUDA-DP) enables in-GPU kernel-wide synchronization between device initiated launches, however, it has been shown to severely degrade the performance [9] as the number of launches increase. Cooperative groups (CG) recently introduced in CUDA 9.0 allow creation of thread groups, which can span a subset or superset of threads belonging to a single or multiple TBs, respectively. However, CG requires extensive programming effort to implicitly handle inter-TB dependences by creating thread groups for every parent-child relation. An ideal task-based execution scheme should utilize a peer-wise communication mechanism between desired SMs without forcing any cumulative synchronization points.
Juggler Framework Overview
To address the above issues, we propose Juggler, a task-based execution framework for GPUs. Juggler implementation is entirely in software and runs on most recent GPUs. Different from previous studies, Juggler uniquely features:
• An in-GPU SW-based device-runtime with dynamic dependence tracking and resolution.
• Automated compiler support for applications using OpenMP 4.5 task directives. Figure 2 gives an overview of our proposed framework. The compiler front-end of Juggler implements source-tosource transformations to automatically convert applications written with OpenMP 4.5 task directives to CUDA code that uses our task-based GPU runtime. This is achieved by instrumenting the input source code with calls to the Juggler host APIs. These API calls are used to (1) create/modify task execution graphs (i.e., DAGs) before the device execution, (2) initialize host/device contexts that keep necessary runtime information, and (3) launch the device runtime.
Once the Juggler-integrated application is compiled with nvcc and executed, a previously injected inspection code first creates a DAG with the input parameters that are available at application launch. The DAG is then fed into the Juggler device runtime along with other application-related context that is necessary for the execution. The device runtime is responsible for assigning tasks in the DAG to workers, executing them by calling the associated user kernels, and resolving the dependences after they are processed.
Running an application with the Juggler framework requires a minimal effort from the user (e.g., if they want to further optimize the CUDA kernel generated), provided that the application is properly embedded with OpenMP 4.5 task constructs. In addition to being transparent to such applications, Juggler also provides a general public CUDA API regardless of the programming model being used.
Juggler: Compiler Transformations
Juggler utilizes the OpenMP parallel programming model to bring task-based execution into the inside of the GPUs (i.e., inter-SM). Accelerator support is introduced in version 4.0 via target pragmas and the ability to declare dependences across tasks is included version 4.5. With this addition, OpenMP can enable a parallel application to specify data access precedences without relying on the parent-child relationship on which Cilk and CUDA-DP depend.
To minimize the programming effort and enlarge the scope of the applications with which Juggler can be utilized, we have implemented compiler transformations to automatically incorporate OpenMP 4.5 task-based applications with Juggler API calls. We have used OpenARC [18] , an opensource research compiler that supports various heterogeneous platforms and parallel programming paradigms.
For this work, we extended OpenARC with new source-tosource transformation passes to convert OpenMP 4.5 device constructs in an input program into output CUDA codes. If target constructs in the input OpenMP program contains tasks, the following transformation steps are applied to generate output codes embedded with Juggler API calls:
• Identify a target parallel region that contains the tasks.
• Create a host context for the application.
• Generate an inspection code that creates Juggler tasks and process dependences.
• Create device contexts for the application and the runtime.
Identifying Target Regions Containing Tasks
The Juggler compiler pass operates on OpenMP target parallel regions that contain task-generating loops, and the main objective is to merge as many task executions (i.e., kernel launches) as possible into a single Juggler runtime instance so that the benefits of global-barrier-free task execution are maximized within a single launch. The Juggler compiler pass identifies a target parallel region containing tasks as "eligible for execution by a single Juggler runtime instance" (i.e., Juggler region) only if the following two conditions hold:
(1) The computation carried within OpenMP tasks does not affect the instruction flow on the host: Since the tasks will be off-loaded to the GPU, conditionals within the Juggler region should not rely on the outcome of the off-loaded computation. Otherwise, the compiler pass will not be able to produce a runtime procedure without synchronizing with the host. To check this condition, the Juggler compiler uses a classical reaching definition data-flow analysis, which statically determines the definitions that may reach a given point in the code. For a given instruction, the analysis finds an earlier instruction whose target variable can reach the given one without an intervening assignment. If any reaching definitions for the instructions located within the target parallel region (but outside the tasks) are originating from the off-loaded tasks, then the check fails.
(2) The data flow between consecutive OpenMP tasks within the region remains in GPU memory: This will hold as long as tasks are launched from the same Juggler region. Otherwise, tasks from different regions will be mapped to separate Juggler runtime instances.
If the compiler finds a Juggler region satisfying the above conditions, the eligible region is annotated with internal directives so that later passes can perform code transformations that will explained later in this section. If the compiler fails to identify eligible regions, users can overwrite the compiler behavior by explicitly inserting the internal directive into the input source code.
Inspection Code & Application Context
After a Juggler region is identified for execution by the Juggler device runtime, a series of source-to-source transformations is applied to convert it into an inspection code that will run prior to the corresponding device launch. The main function of the inspection code is to iterate over the tasks without actually executing them and form the DAG, which will be required by the runtime later. Pre-executing the inspection code is necessary since the loop boundaries usually rely on the input data, which are not available at compile time.
As the first step of inspection code creation, the compiler pass packs all application-specific data and parameters into a generalized interface called APP _ CONTEXT. As shown on the left side of Listing 2, this struct maintains common data Juggler maintains two copies of APP _ CONTEXT, host and device, to transparently handle memory copy operations, which are expressed implicitly via target map clauses in OpenMP. Our compiler pass generates proper cudaMalloc and cudaMemcpy calls between two contexts before and after the runtime execution according to the map properties. Once the host-side application context is initialized, the Juggler compiler pass identifies the tasks that are to be off-loaded to GPUs (i.e., omp task constructs within the Juggler region).
For each OpenMP task, we use Juggler host-side API calls to first create a Juggler task and then process their dependences specified by depend clauses.
Task Creation
Juggler tasks are the building blocks of the proposed execution environment. They are derived from structured blocks preceded by omp task pragmas, which can be either a compound statement or a function call. The pseudocode given in Listing 3 represents a task-based implementation of LU decomposition using OpenMP 4.5 task directives and target parallel regions. The code shows calls to only the first two operations of LUD, lu0 and fwd, and excludes the latter two, bdiv and bmod. The dependences between the two different types of OpenMP tasks, lu0 and fwd, are represented as memory ranges. In the task-based execution scenario shown in Listing 3, fine-grained task dependences remove the need for having separate kernel launches for each sub-target region (i.e. lu0, fwd, bdiv and bmod). Functions operating on different data regions (i.e., blocks) are mapped to separate tasks, and omp task depend pragmas allow the dependences to be identified with the array index ranges to which each data block is mapped. The functions called by each OpenMP task are converted into CUDA-specific __ device __ functions, and they are parallelized for GPUs if they further contain inner parallel regions (e.g., omp parallel pragmas). If an OpenMP task construct is a compound statement, the Juggler compiler will outline it as a separate function before converting it into a CUDA device function. The __ device __ functions are indirectly called later by the Juggler device runtime, unlike the global barrier based scenario where the kernel is explicitly launched from the host.
A Juggler task, as shown on the right side of Listing 2, stores information essential to dependence tracking by the runtime (nChildren, nDependeeParents, and childrenStart Index), a user function identifier (kernelType), and the taskspecific data (taskData). Listing 5 shows the pseudocode generated by the Juggler compiler pass, for the OpenMP 4.5 based code given in Listing 3. For each OpenMP task, the pass injects the code to initialize the task using the host API function addtask() along with a compiler-generated kernel identifier (e.g., KERNEL _ TYPE _ FWD). Once the task is created, the taskData field is populated with task-specific data that are specified in the firstprivate clause of the OpenMP task directive. It is important to note that the actual function call to perform the task is not kept inside the inspection code.
The Juggler runtime uses kernelType and taskData to identify which __ device __ function is to be called within the app _ kernel(), as shown in Listing 4. The contents of this API function are populated by the Juggler compiler pass. The injected code supplies the application and task-specific parameters packed in APP _ DATA and TASK _ DATA objects to the corresponding __ device __ functions.
Dependence Processing
Juggler compiler passes require any dependence relation between tasks to be explicitly provided by the depend clause 1 // Inspection Code 2 for (kk=0; kk<nBlocks; kk++){ 3 int diagBlock = kk * nBlocks * bSize+kk * bSize; 4 task=addTask(&appContext _ h,KERNEL _ TYPE _ LU0); 5 task.taskData.diagBlock = diagBlock; 6 processInDep(task,appContext _ h.appData.a,diagBlock,bSize); 7 processOutDep(task,appContext _ h.appData.a,diagBlock,bSize); 8 for (jj=kk+1; jj<nBlocks; jj++){ 9 int colBlock = kk * nBlocks * bSize+jj * bSize; of OpenMP 4.5. The omp task depend clause takes three types of list arguments: in, out, and inout. Juggler inspection code keeps track of these arguments for each newly created task and builds a dependence tree (DAG) on-thefly. The example given in Listing 5 demonstrates how these dependences are identified and processed during the inspection via two Juggler host API functions: processInDep() and processOutDep(). Juggler first processes the array sections listed in the depend clauses to identify data regions that this task reads and writes, and then it inserts a separate arrow in the DAG (lines 6-7 and 13-15) between two tasks containing read-after-write (RAW), write-after-read (WAR), or write-after-write (WAR) dependences. Juggler supports dependences with only one-to-one matching data ranges.
After the inspection code finishes building the DAG, build-CSR() (line 19) is called to convert DAG into CSR representation. This function also populates a "ready-to-execute" list of tasks that are placed into worker queues prior to launch. Once all application-and runtime-related contexts are transferred into the GPU (lines 20-23), runtime kernel is called (line 26) to propagate the execution to device.
Juggler: Runtime
The Juggler runtime is launched from the host as a CUDA kernel with APP _ CONTEXT and RT _ CONTEXT as its inputs, and it relies on persistent TBs [3] to process the tasks supplied in the APP _ CONTEXT.
RT _ CONTEXT, shown in Listing 6, is application-independent, and it stores internal structures that the runtime uses, such as task queues, inter-TB signaling constructs, and other bookkeeping variables. 
Worker TBs
The Juggler runtime utilizes persistent TBs as workers that operate on dedicated task queues. In Juggler, worker TBs (WTBs) serve three purposes: they (1) retrieve tasks from their queues, (2) call user functions to execute these tasks, and (3) schedule new tasks as their precedents are processed.
The number of workers, nWTB, is specified by the dimension of the grid supplied during the runtime kernel launch. Because all WTBs need to be persistent and running altogether, nWTB should be:
While the number of SMs is architecture-specific, maximum concurrent TBs per SM is determined by the combined resource usage of the Juggler runtime and the wrapped user functions for a given GPU. On the other hand, number of threads per TB, nT, is application-specific and usually obtained via the OpenMP parameter num _ threads. Figure 3 gives an overview of how WTBs operate in Juggler. The top part illustrates workers along with their dedicated task queues, whereas the bottom part shows the initial tasks list, dependence matrix, and user data that are indexable with the information held in tasks. The scenario demonstrates runtime operation with three workers: 1 Initially, the first task, T 1 , has already been inserted into task queue Q 1 of the first worker, WTB 1 , by the host-side. 2 As soon as the runtime kernel is launched, WTBs start continuously checking their corresponding task queues for Figure 3 . Overview of the Juggler runtime operation "ready-to-execute" tasks. In this case, WTB 1 grabs T 1 and passes it to app _ kernel() to execute it. Here, the application can fully utilize the entire SM on which WTB was working, since the entire control is transferred to the app _ kernel(). 3 app _ kernel() returns, and WTB 1 gets the control back. The worker checks the dependence matrix for the children (i.e., T 2 and T 3 ) of the processed task T 1 and decrements the dependence counters (nDependeeParents) of both. Since these tasks do not have any other parents, their nDependeeParents become zero, and T 2 and T 3 are now ready to be executed. 4 WTB 1 inserts the newly "freed" tasks T 2 and T 3 into the task queues of WTB 2 and WTB 3 , respectively. 5 The two idle workers, WTB 2 and WTB 3 , detect the new tasks in their queues and start processing them.
The operations described between 2 and 5 correspond to a work cycle, and this cycle is repeated as long as there are ready tasks to process. The execution finishes when there are no tasks in any of the task queues. The rest of this section will explain the details of the operations summarized above.
Distributed Queues
The Juggler runtime employs a distributed queue scheme to eliminate the need for a global lock on queue retrieval. Moreover, since there is no central scheduler; therefore, each WTB does the scheduling decisions (i.e., task insertion and retrieval) in a distributed manner. 
Dependence Resolution
After a task is processed by a WTB, the Juggler runtime checks whether the children of the task have any other dependences left. This check is handled via the following procedure: (1) The first nChildren threads of the worker access appContext.dependencesCsr[] array in parallel starting from task.childrenStartIndex. The dependences array returns the children indices for the appContext.tasks. (2) The TASK objects corresponding to the children indices are also retrieved in parallel. Juggler stores the total number of unsatisfied dependences in the nDependeeParents field of each child TASK. Because the parent of the children is already processed, these fields are atomically decremented once. (3) If the return value of atomic decrement indicates that the child does not depend on any other parent tasks, then the corresponding index is saved into a shared memory buffer for the scheduling phase. Unlike the related work on GPU task execution, Juggler's parallel dependence resolution exploits architecture-specific optimizations. In step (1), the parallel accesses to dependences _ csr array are coalesced since CSR formatted DAG representation allows indices of a parent's children to be placed adjacently in the memory. Moreover, actual TASK creation during the inspection phase follows the dependence order, and the task indices of a specific parent's children are usually not located far from each other in the memory. Therefore, in step (2) the memory coalescing unit in each SM is able to decrease the number of memory transactions required by the GPU threads to access the tasks array.
Task Insertion
Once Juggler resolves dependences and identifies new tasks that are ready to execute, WTBs process each of the newly freed child TASKs, identified by childTaskIndex, as follows: (1) In their new work cycle, WTBs keep checking the IQS array as long as the returned value, k, is greater than or equal to zero. If all the values in IQS array are zero, it means all WTBs are idle. Then the first WTB noticing this sets all the other IQS values to -1. This forces all WTBs to terminate their main loop at the beginning of their next work cycle. When all WTBs exit, the cudaDeviceSync() right after the runtime kernel launch on the host side is unblocked and the execution is concluded.
Scheduling Policies
As in all other multiprocessor-based decentralized scheduling schemes, queue insertion policies play an important role in achieving load balance while also preserving data locality. Juggler employs three different queue insertion policies while deciding which WTB (i.e., target _ w) to assign the next "ready to execute" task:
Juggler-LRR: [Local round robin] Each worker keeps a local counter in its private shared memory. The counter is incremented by one for each child task freed by that worker, and target _ w is set equal to the current local counter's value.
Juggler-GRR: [Global round robin] A single global counter stored in the GPU memory is used to identify the target worker. It is atomically incremented as workers insert new tasks to others' queues. GRR allows a perfectly even distribution across workers, if the task execution times are similar.
Juggler-LF: [Local first]
This policy prefers to insert the first freed task to a local queue and others to the neighboring queues in an increasing fashion. LF prefers locality and does not prioritize load balancing as an objective. However, the incremental behavior allows a natural distribution.
Both round-robin-based approaches are good for load balancing; however, their locality benefits are limited. On the other hand, LF enables spatial locality as well, and exploits further benefits, at the cost of reduced load balance. Performance implications of these policies are investigated in the Evaluation section.
Memory Consistency
In the CUDA execution model, memory consistency is ensured by atomic operations. Since the Juggler device runtime maintains multiple variables to manage distributed queues, atomic updates alone are not sufficient to handle possible memory races during queue operations (i.e., insertion and retrieval). When two or more WTBs attempt to insert two different tasks into the same queue, the target WTB might see an inconsistent view of its own queue. In the scenario above, WTB 0 will read an incorrect task object. It will be neither t 1 nor t 2 . One approach to prevent such situations is to lock the queue of the WTB while assigning a new task to it, during the insertion phase. However, lock-based queue accesses have proven to be highly ineffective on GPUs [31] . Instead, Juggler ensures consistency during the task retrieval phase. As explained in Section 5. 
Runtime API
Juggler is transparent to programmers and does not require them to explicitly call the Juggler interfaces. However, Juggler can also be incorporated by any application manually via the APIs shown in Listing 7. These operations have previously been explained in Section 4, and we leave the listing as a reference for users.
Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of the Juggler runtime. We explain the tested platform and the applications, and then we elaborate on performance analysis.
Experimental Setup
Applications: We used seven commonly used kernels in scientific computations. All of them employ functional and/or data-based dependences. Table 1 lists these kernels along with their brief descriptions and the total number of the tasks they employ in our runs. The last column shows the minimum and maximum amount of task-level (i.e., SM) parallelism that an application can exploit. For all applications, we used the largest amount of global memory permitted by cudaMalloc.
Methodology:
We have tested two versions of each application:
(1) Global barriers: This is the baseline version in native CUDA and uses separate synchronous kernel launches to ensure that data dependences are satisfied. We have adopted the implementations previously published in [7] and compared them against Juggler.
(2) Juggler: For this version, we first ported the kernels to use OpenMP 4.5 tasking and off-loading constructs. During this process, we have also benefited from the OpenMP based implementations presented in [19] . Then, we ran our modified version of OpenARC to convert the OpenMP code into CUDA. We tested Juggler with three different insertion policies, as described in the previous section: Juggler-LRR, Juggler-GRR, and Juggler-LF.
Reported results for Juggler-{LRR,GRR,LF} include kernel execution times plus all host-and device-related overhead additionally introduced by Juggler. This overhead includes the times for inspection code execution, CSR graph creation, application and device context initialization & transfers, task graph transfer, device-side dependence resolution, and queue operations. We excluded the original data staging and copy phases of the applications from the execution times since they are common to both global barriers and Juggler versions.
Platform: We compiled both versions using nvcc of CUDA 8.0. We ran our experiments on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU with 12 GB HBM2 global memory and 56 SMs. We have set total number of workers, nW T B, to a multiple of the number of SMs, and the cofactor is determined based on the resource usage of each application. We executed every benchmark five times for each of the four versions and reported the average. We used nvprof and wall clock to measure timings.
Results
Execution time: As our main experiment, we measure the speedup obtained by Juggler. We take the global barrier approach as the baseline and report the speedup results in Figure 4 . The numbers above global barrier bars are for reference only and they are the actual kernel execution times of the global barrier version, in seconds. We also provide the task distribution variances across Juggler policies in Figure 5 for a better understanding and justification of the main results. The latter figure shows the lowest, highest, and average values of the differences between the workers' maximum and Overall, Juggler-GRR improves performance up to 31% when compared to the global barrier approach, and it falls under the baseline only for JACOBI, with a 6% slowdown. Multiple observations have been derived from the results:
Observation 1: Juggler-GRR demonstrates stable performance in all cases by providing an optimal load distribution. GRR exploits the full benefits of task-based execution by keeping all workers busy most of the time, despite varying amounts of parallelism. Increased utilization demonstrates the validity of the initial motivation we built against global barriers. On the other hand, LF is better than LRR in half of the cases. Although LRR performs better in load distribution, locality benefits provided by LF are beter. That being said, the optimal load balance (i.e., GRR) always provides the best results, regardless of locality.
Observation 2: JACOBI is the only exceptional case where Juggler provides no performance improvement. Each JACOBI iteration employs two types of kernels, copy and compute, Figure 5 . Per worker task load deviation and all the TBs (i.e., tasks) within each kernel can execute in parallel. The dependences are only across different kernels operating on the same block; therefore, the number of tasks that can be executed in parallel is at least 900, at all times. JACOBI is an example where task-based execution provides no benefit, and 6% slowdown by GRR corresponds mostly to the in-device task-management overhead. LF performs significantly slower, because batch insertion of tasks causes a biased inclination towards local-WTB assignment, hence eventually increasing the load imbalance.
Observation 3: LRR and LF perform worse than global barriers in three other cases: DT-WARP, INT-HIST, and SM-W. These applications, differently from others, employ additional array accesses (i.e., time&gene sequences and a bin for histogram values), which in turn puts additional traffic on the interconnect. The global memory operations on which Juggler runtime relies to manage communications are adversely affected by the increased traffic, therefore causing additional overhead. LU-D, on the other hand, employs four different kernels with diverse computational requirements along with a vastly varying amount of parallelism. This causes a significant slowdown for LF, which may overassign tasks to a specific WTB and cause a crucial bottleneck for the remaining dependences. GRR is still able to improve the performance over global barriers, in these cases as well.
L2 cache misses: To better understand how Juggler improves locality, we also measured the L2 cache write/read miss rates, as shown in Figure 6 , using NVIDIA's nvprof utility. We used the write&read variations of two event types:
• l2 _ subp0 _ {write|read} _ sector _ misses • l2 _ subp0 _ total _ {write|read} _ sector _ queries The results show that, despite the contamination caused by Juggler runtime operations (i.e., global memory accesses), LF policy clearly reduces percentage of read misses. On the other hand, GRR shows a moderate amount of improvement over global barriers due to the temporal locality exploited by child-parent dependences. As mentioned previously, since the amount of maximum parallelism in JACOBI is significantly larger, the benefits of locality are not observable for this application. . Jacobi execution as the task counts increase Scalability: We have used JACOBI iteration to observe the effects of increasing total task count using a larger number of time iterations. For other applications, increasing the number of tasks required more data to be allocated; however, this was not possible due to device limits. We varied the number of tasks for JACOBI from 3,600 to 32,400 and showed the execution times in Figure 7 . We observe that LRR and GRR are on par with global barriers and are able to maintain performance at a linear slope. On the other hand, the imbalance caused by LF worsens as the task counts increase.
Additional Related Work
Early studies [4, 13] developed high-level task management frameworks to distribute a workload across heterogeneous processors including CPUs and GPUs. These schemes stay at a coarse-granular level and treat the GPU as a single processing entity. Finer granular scheduling solutions [8, 14, 15, 23, 27] proposed schemes that assign tasks into multiple streams attached to CPUs and GPUs. While these solutions exploit concurrent kernel execution on GPUs via asynchronized streams and pipelines, they do not schedule tasks at the SM level, hence failing to exploit a true SM-aware task-based execution scheme. Another class of study, warp specialization [5, 6] addresses the issues caused by intra-SM barriers (syncthreads()), inter-SM level global synchronization is left unaddressed.
Study in [17] proposed locality-aware hardware TB schedulers but failed to consider the dependences. Other HW solutions [1, 21, 28, 29] introduced special hardware to manage dependences. However, the cost of maintaining dependencerelated data structures in HW for actual scientific applications would be impractically high as the data sizes go beyond the limits of the simulation environment. A few softwarebased approaches [9, 21] have adapted existing CPU-oriented task models like Cilk and CUDA-DP to represent dynamically created in-GPU tasks. Others [12, 30] built compiler techniques to detect dependences statically via loop analysis.
Only a handful of works [10, 16, 22, 33] have brought the task execution paradigm into a finer granular level where each SM is treated as a stand-alone processing unit. These studies operate in a consumer-producer fashion where the scheduler running on the host side sends tasks to the GPU as their dependences are resolved. The performance of this approach is highly limited by the slow memory transfers over PCI-e bus. Juggler, on the other hand, operates on HBM2 memory, which is tens of times faster.
In-GPU dependence resolution has been considered by only two studies [25, 26] , to the best of our knowledge. These papers propose loosely defined abstract programming techniques and manual code modifications, which are limited to one or two applications. Therefore, they are far from being a practical frameworks for real-life applications.
Conclusion
In this study we have proposed Juggler, a new, dynamic taskbased execution scheme for GPGPU applications with data dependences. Different from previous studies, Juggler implements an in-GPU runtime for applications with OpenMP 4.5-based dependences. The runtime uniquely employs in-GPU dependence resolution and task placement. Our experimental evaluation of seven scientific kernels with data dependences on an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU showed that Juggler improves kernel execution performance up to 31% when compared to global barrier based implementation.
Our results demonstrate that the conventional GPGPU programming paradigms relying on grid-based execution with global synchronization can be replaced with DAG-based, dependence-aware task processing to increase the performance of scientific applications.
A Artifact Description
A.1 Abstract Artifact described in this section includes the source code for Juggler host and device runtimes and the sources for the applications used in our evaluation.
The scripts to compile the source code, generate inputs, execute binaries, validate results, and parse the outputs are also included in the artifact and explained below in detail.
A.2 Description A.2.1 Check-list (artifact meta information)
• Hardware: NVIDIA Tesla P100 or newer GPU with at least 12GB of memory, and x86-64 modern CPU.
• Program: CUDA 8.0 APIs and above.
• Compilation: NVIDIA nvcc version 8.0 and aboce.
• Binary: CUDA host(x86-64) and device executable. Linux binary is included. Source code and scripts to regenerate the binaries are also included.
• Data set: Dynamically generated data, prior to the execution.
• Runtime environment: CUDA 8.0 APIs and drivers. They are included with CUDA 8.0 toolkit distribution. A.2.4 Software dependencies CUDA 8.0 toolkit is required for compilation and profiling. At the time of CUDA driver installation, GCC 5.2 was installed on the system. To run the scripts, bash and egrep are sufficient. The scripts assume that CUDA _ HOME is properly set to the installation directory of CUDA. The default location:
$ export CUDA _ HOME=/usr/local/cuda
A.2.5 Datasets
Due to large sizes, each application dynamically generates and populates the input dataset, as part of the initialization.
A.3 Installation
Clone Juggler from the ORNL repository: When run with scriptMode=0, exp script compiles each application for each scheduling policy; then runs each of them five times (i.e., nRuns=5) for global barriers (i.e., runGB=1) and also five times for the Juggler integrated versions (i.e., runJG=1). It also performs an additional run with profiling enabled (i.e., nProfRuns=1). The program output for each application is written into separate files prefixed by outFilePrefix.
A.5 Evaluation and expected result
Execution of the exp script with the parameters above will produce a series of output files, named output.$APPNAME and output.PROF.$APPNAME, for each application. The same exp script can also be used in parsing mode (i.e., scriptMode=1) to parse these output files and combine the values from all runs in a tab separated value (TSV) format.
1. To list the kernel execution times (i.e., the values used to draw Figure 4 ) for all seven applications, in separate columns:
$ bash exp 1 output execTime 2 formattedResults1.tsv Parsed values will be written into formattedResults1 .tsv, in a tabular format. There will be seven columns in total, one for each application. The number of rows in the tsv file will be equal to nRuns × 4 (i.e., 20, when main experiment is run five times). The first 15 rows will be for LRR, GRR, and LF , respectively, in groups of five. The last five rows will be for global barriers.
To see verification results against serial execution:
$ bash exp 1 output check 2 formattedResults2.tsv
The parsed output will be written into the formattedResults2.tsv file, and the values will be either SUC-CESS or FAIL.
3.
To parse task load deviations, run:
$ bash exp 1 output minTaskLoad 2 formattedResults3.tsv $ bash exp 1 output maxTaskLoad 2 formattedResults4.tsv Figure 5 in the paper is drawn as "HIGH-LOW-CLOSE" chart in Microsoft Excel, where HIGH, LOW and CLOSE are the highest, lowest and average values, respectively, of the differences between maxTaskLoad and maxTaskLoad, across five runs.
